Cancer And Clinical Trials: Getting The Facts
Mobile Gifts Sure To Bestow “Totally Awesome”
Status On Parents This Holiday Season
(NAPSA)—Once again, teens
will be hoping to unwrap the latest new device or cellphone this
holiday season. And parents will
struggle to find that perfect present to elicit those rare words—
“Thanks, you’re totally awesome!”—from the hard-to-please
young people in their lives. But
finding the right fit for the holidays is often a tough challenge.
This year, Virgin Mobile USA is
ringing in the holiday cheer with
three fantastic Pay As You Go
handsets that deliver great features and exciting designs at a
range of affordable prices—an
extra nice gift for parents. Teens
can get started right away to dial
up or text friends on their new
phones, to compare presents, and
to let them know how awesome
their Mom or Dad is for choosing
the perfect gift.
Because all Virgin Mobile
phones have pre-paid service, there
is no need to struggle over choosing
the right long-term contract plan,
and parents won’t be surprised by
monthly bills or nasty overage
charges. Instead, gift-givers can
select the best phone based on the
interests and hobbies of the recipient, whether texting, playing
games, surfing the Web, downloading ringtones, or just plain talking.
Teens who text-message will
love the Switch_Back by Kyocera
Wireless, the only prepaid phone
with a full QWERTY keyboard
priced at less than $130. It was
one of the first wireless handsets
to include AOL Instant Messenger
(AIM) already loaded, providing

another way to stay in touch.
For a more elegant design, parents can purchase the new Slice
by UTStarcom. With a super sleek
slim form, Slice is currently the
thinnest phone on the market. It’s
well-equipped with fun features
for teens, but moderately priced
for parents at $49.99.
Virgin Mobile’s Oystr by
Kyocera Wireless, named for its
lustrous white color and clamshell
form, is simple in design yet wellequipped. With Web browsing,
text messaging and Superphonic
Ringtones, Oystr appeals to parents considering a first phone for
their teens or who may prefer a
more affordable handset. It retails
for just $29.99.
In the words of one teenage
customer: “Who doesn’t want a
cool phone? Every friend of mine
who has seen my Switch_Back
talks about how much they want
one.”
Mom and Dad, are you listening?
For information, visit www.
virginmobileusa.com.

Identifying Serious Infections Through Proper Diagnosis
(NAPSA)—While it may often
be possible to diagnose many common illnesses yourself, sometimes
making a mistake can result in
delayed treatment, causing the
problem to turn into something
more serious.
That’s what often happens with
vaginal infections. “Far too many
women are misdiagnosing themselves and inappropriately selftreating. They don’t realize that
mistreatment or delays in treating
some infections like bacterial vaginosis (BV) can greatly increase a
woman’s chance of developing
more serious obstetric and gynecological conditions, including pelvic
inflammatory disease (PID) and
infertility,” said Dr. Marie Savard,
an internist, women’s health
expert and author.
Approximately 50 percent of
women with symptoms of a vaginal infection self-treat with overthe-counter (OTC) medications
designed to treat yeast infections.
The problem is that an estimated 70 to 80 percent of women
do not have yeast infections, but
may suffer from a potentially more
serious form of infection such as
BV, trichomoniasis (Trich) or a
combination infection that requires
a prescription treatment.
Fortunately, new self-diagnostic
products are making it easier for
women to properly diagnose the
cause of their infection.
One new product getting favorable reviews from women is known
as Fem-V, a product from publicly
held Synova Healthcare. It’s easy
to use. Women presenting with
symptoms of itching, abnormal dis-

A new test is helping women to
avoid misdiagnosing a common
but potentially serious health
problem.
charge or odor simply wear a pantiliner (attached like a traditional
pantiliner) until a vaginal discharge appears.
They then remove an indicator
strip housed inside the liner and
place it in a drying tray for 10
minutes.
If a blue-green color stain
appears on the test, a doctor ’s
visit is required to further evaluate a possible bacterial vaginosis
infection, trichomoniasis or other
concern.
If no blue-green color stain
remains, the infection is likely due
to the yeast and an OTC anti-fungal treatment may be considered.
According to Dr. Savard, the
new test helps ensure faster and
healthier outcomes by empowering
women to test and treat themselves properly.
For more information, visit
www.fem-v.com.

Holiday Shipping Tips
(NAPSA)—You always want
your special packages to arrive
safely and on time. However, this
is particularly important during
the holiday season as you send
your holiday gifts to your family
and loved ones around the world.
Here are some tips to help
ensure your holiday packages
arrive safely and on time:

Ensure your holiday gifts arrive
safely and on time.
• Ship early in the season. The
earlier you ship, the shorter the
lines.
• Choose the right supplies.
Use sturdy boxes with the flaps
intact and do not reuse boxes.
Position at least one inch of packaging materials on all sides and
use tape designed for packaging.
• Be smart about labeling.
Position the address label
squarely on the largest surface
and provide complete sender and
recipient addresses, including
phone numbers and ZIP codes.
Ensure that the label is properly
and completely attached.
• fedex.com can help you determine shipping options, including
rates and transit times.
• For last-minute shoppers,
customers have until Friday,
December 22 to ship holiday gifts
using FedEx Express for delivery
on Saturday, December 23.
• Don’t be afraid to ask for
help. Take the hassle out of holiday shipping with expert assistance and full-service packing and
shipping solutions at FedEx
Kinko’s. Find more tips at
www.fedex.com.

***
The total history of almost
anyone would shock almost
everyone.
—Mignon McLaughlin
***

***
Who is wise? He that learns from
everyone. Who is powerful? He
that governs his passions. Who
is rich? He that is content. Who
is that? Nobody.
—Benjamin Franklin
***
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(NAPSA)—Clinical trials are
studies that investigate different
therapies or combinations of treatments in order for researchers to
improve the best treatment
options for patients. They are an
important part of the process of
understanding diseases, and have
been instrumental in providing
information to the Food and Drug
Administration for approval of
new therapies.
One condition for which clinical
trials are currently underway is
cutaneous T-cell lymphoma
(CTCL), a general term for a number of lymphomas of the skin.
There are approximately 16,000 to
20,000 patients living with CTCL
across the United States. Yet due
to the difficulty of diagnosing the
disease in its early stages and the
lack of an accurate reporting system, these numbers are estimates.
One of the problems in describing this disease is that it doesn’t
look the same for all patients.
Patches, plaques and tumors are
the clinical names of the different
presentations. A common characteristic is itching, although some
patients do not experience itching.
It is possible to have one or all
three types of lesions. Some people have had the disease for many
years and have only dealt with
one presentation.
The course of CTCL is unpredictable. Some patients will
progress slowly, rapidly or not at
all. Most patients will only experience skin symptoms without serious complications. About 10 percent will experience progressive
disease with lymph node and/or
internal involvement with serious
complications.
“It’s so important for people
with rare diseases to volunteer for
clinical trials, because this is the
only way new treatments can be

(NAPSA)—To help students
start and develop their own businesses, JA Worldwide has joined
with the U.S. Small Business
Administration (SBA) to develop
an online resource called mind
yourownbiz.org. The Web site
includes tools such as a selfassessment, activities to inform
would-be entrepreneurs about
various forms of start-up capital,
and a volunteer guide. For more
information, visit www.ja.org.
***
Wireless technology is a simple, cost-efficient way to share a
high-speed Internet connection
and peripherals, such as printers. And wireless networks are
flexible enough to grow with the
increased productivity needs of
a b u r g e o n i n g c o m p a n y. F o r
example, the Latitude and Dell
Precision lines of laptop and
notebook computers incorporate
many innovative business-grade
features designed to help boost
productivity for mobile business
professionals and make planning, purchasing, deploying and
maintaining notebooks easier
for IT managers. And with a single high-speed Internet connection and a wireless network
offered through Dell, you can
add all kinds of productivity and
flexibility to a home or office
network. To learn more about
wireless technology and how it
can benefit your business, visit

Clinical trials are a crucial component of testing new drugs and
other treatments for diseases
such as CTCL.
developed and approved,” says
Judy Jones, a CTCL patient who
took part in a clinical trial and
has now been in remission for 16
years. She also founded the Cutaneous Lymphoma Foundation.
“Drugs work differently for different people, and if you have CTCL
you can help scientists figure out
who a new drug might help and
why.”
One company that is conducting clinical trials of a product candidate for the treatment of CTCL
is Gloucester Pharmaceuticals.
The company’s first drug candidate, romidepsin (depsipeptide), is
in clinical trials for the treatment
of CTCL patients.
“If you have CTCL,” adds
Jones, “talk to your doctor about
clinical trials going on right now
and how to participate. You’ll be
helping a lot of other people and if
the drug works for you like mine
did, you’ll be helping yourself,
too.”
For more information on
Gloucester ’s clinical trials, call
888-474-0131 or visit www.
gloucesterpharma.com.

www.dell.com.
***
To help older drivers, AARP
offers a safety course that teaches
safe driving strategies. To learn
more, visit www.aarp.org/fami
lies/driver_safety/ or call (888)
227-7669 toll free.
***
Accidents on outdoor equipment
can happen when people get overconfident and take shortcuts.
Take safety precautions in the
operator’s manual to heart and
practice them every time you use
your machinery.
***
Home ownership is at an alltime high, yet in a recent survey
of U.S. consumers, 73 percent said
they have limited or no knowledge
about the mortgage process. It can
help to find resources. Discover
more about the home ownership
process and find other financial
educational resources at www.
YourMoneyCounts.com.

